PART I.

GEOMETRY OF MACHINERY.

CHAPTER I.
ELE.."\IENTARY RULES IN DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY.

SECTION

!.-General Explanations-Prnjection, of Points and Lines.

6. DeacriptiYe Geometry is tbe art of representing solid figures
upon a plane surface. In the present chapter are given some
general elen1entary rules in that art, ,vhose application is of
very frequent occurrence in designing mechanism. The more
special and complex rules will be given in the ensuing chapters, in
treating of the particular kinds of mechanism to which those rules
belong.*
7. By the Projection of a Point upon a given plane is meant
the foot of a perpendicular
let fall from the point on
the plane. For exan1ple,
i n fig. 1, X Z Z X repre
sents a plane (called a
plane of projection), A a
JlOint, and AB a perpen
dicular let fall from the
point on the plane; the
foot, B, of that perpen
dicular is the projection
of the point A on the
plane X Z Z X.
8. The Po&ition of a
Point is completely deter
mined ,vhen its projections upon two planes not parallel to each
oth�r �re kno:wn. In descriptive geometry a pair of planes of
pr0Ject1on at nght angles to each other are used; and in general
one of these is vertical and the other horizontal. Thus, in fig. 1,
• For complete information on the subject of descriptive geometry, refer
D
ence may be made to the works of Monoe and Hachette in French, and of
0
r. Woolley in English.
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X Z Z X is the vertical plane of projection, and X Y Y X the
horizontal p1ane of projection; B is the vertical projection, and C
the horizontal projection of the point A; and those two projections
completely determine the position of the point A; for no other
point can have the same pair of projections.
9. The A.xis oc Projection is the line X X, in which the two
planes of projection cut each other.
10. Rabatment.-When the two projections of an object are
shown in one drawing, it is convenient to represent to the mind
that the following process has been performed :-Suppose that the
vertical plane of projection is hinged to the horizontal plane at the
axis X X, and that after the projection of the object on the vertical
plane has been made, tl1at plane is turned about that axis until it
lies flat in the position X z z X, so as to be continuous with t�a
horizontal plane : thus bringing down the projection B to b. This ,
process is called the abatrnent of the vertical plane upon the
horizontal plane (to use a term borrowed from the French
"rabatte1nent" by Dr. Woolley). The two points O and b are in
one straight line perpendicular to X X. The process of rabatment
may be conceived also to be performed upon a plane in any position
when a figure contained in that plane is shown in its true dimen
sions on one of the planes of projection.
11. Projecdon• oc Llnes.-The projection of a line is a line con-·
taining the projections of all the points of the projected line. The .
projection of a straight line perpendicular to the plane of projection·
is a point; for exan1ple, the projection on the vertical plane ,
X Z Z X (fig. 1 ), of the straight line A B, perpendicular to tha&
plane, is the point B. The projection of a straight line in anY
other position relativel.v to the plane of projection is a straight
line. If the projected line is parallel to the plane of projection,
its projection is parallel and equal to the projected line itself; th�. �
the projection on the horizontal plane, X Y Y X, of the horizon�
straight line A B, is the parallel and equal line O D. If the p_ ro·
jected line is oblique to the plane of projection, the project10JJ
is shorter than the original line.
The projections, on the same plane, of parallel and equal straight
lines are parallel and equal. The projections, on the same plane,
of parallel lines bearing given proportions to each other are
parallel lines bearing the same proportions to each other. W bell
the plane of a plane curved line is perpendicular to a plane ol
projection, the projection of the curve on this plane is a straight
line, being the intersection of the plane of the curve with the plani
of projection. When the plane of the projected curve is paralle
to a plane of projection, the projection of the curve on this plaJ!8:
is si1nilar and equal to· the original curve. In all other cases, 1•,;
follows from the preservation of the proportions of a set of parallel.1
1r

PROJECTIONS A.""iD TRACES OF FIGURES.
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>rdinates amongst their projections, that the projections of a pl�ne
�urve of a given algebraical order are curves of the sam� al�ebraic:i,l
)rder. The projections of a circle are ellipses; the pr0Ject1ons of a
parabola of a given order are parabolas of the same order. :rhe
projections of a straight tangent to a plane curve . are_ stra1g?t
tangents to the projections of that curve. The pr0Ject1ons of a
point of contrary flexure in a plane curve are points of contrary
flexure in its p1·ojections.
. .
1� er
pr0Ject1on,
of
of
plane
a
12. Drawing•
lllachine.-A third
penclicula1· to the first two, is often en1ployed, not as being
mathematically necessary, but as being n1ore convenient forcthe
.
representation of certain lines. Thus, for example, the drawings
of a machine usually consh,t of three 1>rojections on three planes at
right angles to each other; one horizontal (the plan), and the other
two vertical (the elevations). Any two of those projections are
mathematically sufficient to show the whole dimensions and figure
of the machine; and from any two the third can be constructed ;
but it is convenient, for purposes of measurement, calculation, and
constn1ction, to have the whole three projections.
In the application of the rules about to be stated in the sequel
of this Section, the two planes of projection may be held to repre
sent any two of the three views of a machine; and the axi� of
projection will then have the directions stated in the following
table:Views Represented by the Planes of
Projection.

Direction of the Axis
of Projection.

Longitudinal Elevation and Plan, ..h.. . . . . . . . . Longitudinal.
Longitudinal and Transverse Elevations,. . ..Vertical.
Plan and Transverse Elevation, . . . .. . .... . . •. .Transverse.

Projections of figures upon planes oblique to the 1>rincipal planes
of projection may be used for special purposes.
SECTION

13. By a

Traee

II.-Traces of Lines and Surfaces.
is meant the intersection of a line with a sur

face, or of one surface with another. The trace of a line upon
a surface is a point; the trace of one surface upon another is a
line.
In descriptive geometry the term traces is specially en1ployed,
when not otherwise specified, to denote the intersections of a line
or surface with the planes of projection.
14:. Trace. of a Straight Llne.-The position of a stTaiglit line is
completely determined when its traces are known. For example,
th� straig�t line A C, in fig. 2, has its position completely deter
n11ned by its traces, A and C, being the points where it cuts the
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two planes of projection. The ?·alJatment of the trace C is repre•
sented by c.
line parallel to one of the planes of projection has
A straight
·
only one trace, being the
z
point where it cuts the
other plane of projecz
,
tion.
1',,,,.......___
"'�,,,.,., / �
c <, .,____
A straight line paral,,,,
,
lel to the axis of projecx.. ,/,,,
',,\ -. ·----.,
)
'---�
tion has no traces.
,,, c
,
___,,t,
,,,'
15. The Trace• of a
.£..----:;�
,
Plane are straight lines
, / ,,,
which (unless they are
:;;_
both parallel to the axis
of projection) n1eet that
axis in one point. The
y
position of a plane is
Fig. 2.
completely determined
when its traces are
known. For example, the plane ABC, in fig. 2, has its position
completely determined by its traces, BA and BC.
A plane perpendicular to one of the planes of projection has its
trace on the other plane of projection }:>erpendicular to the axis of
projection. A plane perpendicular to both planes of projection
has for its traces two lines perpendicular to the axis. Thus, in
fig. 1, page 3, the traces of the plane ABC D are DC and DB,
both perpendicular toXX.
A plane parallel to one of the planes of projection has a trace on
the other plane of projection only, being a straight line parallel
to XX.
If a plane traverses a str-.1.igl1t line, the traces of the plane
traverse the traces of the line.
SECTION III.-Rit,les Rda,tirig to Straiglit Lines.

16. General Explanaaion•.-In each of the figures illustrating
the following rules the axis of projection is represented by X X;
and in general the part of the figure above that line represents
the rabatment of the vertical plane of projection, and the part
below, the horizontal plane of projection. The projections of
points on the horizontal plane are in general marked with
capital letters, and the projections on the vertical plane with small
letters.
17. Given (in fig. 3), tbe Traces, A, b, of a 811'1llgha Line, ,.,
Draw its Projections.-From A and b let fall A a and b B perpen
dicular to XX. Then a will be the vertical pr�jection of the

RULES RELATING TO STRAIGHT LINES.

trace A, and B the horizontal projection of the trace b. Joi:i a b,
A B; these will be the projections required.
(It may here be remarked, that a A and a b are the traces �f a.
plane traversing the given line, and perpendicular to the vertica l
plane of projection; and that B A and B b are the trac.es of a plane
traversing the given line, and perpendicular to the honzontal plane
of rojection.)
y8. Given (in fig. 3), Ole Projection� A B, a b, of a @trai3ht
Line, to Find ias Tn1ce•.-From a and B, where the given projections
meet the axis, draw a A and
� b perpendicular to X X, cutting the given projections in A
a�d b respectively. These points
will be the required traces.
X
19. Given, the Projections of x
a
(fig. 4),
:e
t'Yo Pointa, A, a, B, b
te Measure the Di•Cnnce between

them.-Join a b,

-'---=-------��---

A B; these will

A
�e the projections of the straight
Fig. 3.
line to be measured. Through
either end of either of those
projections (as b) dra,v d b e parallel to X X; through the other end,
a, of' the same projection, draw a d perpendicular to X X, cutting
d. !> e in d; make d e = the other projection, A B; join a e; tlli:-;
will be the length required.
�e .same operation may be performed on the other plr,ne of
proJect1on.
20. GiYe11 (in fig. 4}, the Projections, A, a, of o. Point, and the
Pl'Ojeclions, A B, a b, oCa Strataht
b C
Liae lhroaah that Point, to Loy oft'
d!.._
• pven Dbtance from the Point
alonK lhe Line. _ In an
_

:.,·7- J.i ....-·····
:f�
r··�?p;.
i

7l
!

· ··
.. ..•···

fl
':enient position , �raw a. Jra1;ht
a �· ··· j
line, _B b, perpendicular to X X,
!
�eet1ng �be p�oje?tions of the
I
\
l
:
I
g1ven str_a1ght line 1n t�o points, x ,
11\
B, b, which are the proJections of
l·
one point; then perform the construction described in Article 19,
l
so � to fi�d a e. From the point
i
!
G
i
a, in the line a e, lay off the ci ven
distance, a f. Through f draw
I!
f h _parallel to � X, cutting
a b 1n .Y; a g will be one of
the proJections of the given dis
'Fig. 4.
tance. Then draw g G perpen-

X
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dicnlar to X X, cutting A B in G ; A G will be the other projection
of the given distance.
Another method of finding G is to lay off A G = h f.
21. Given (in fig. 4 ), the Projections, a b, A · B, of" a Straight Line-,
to Find the Anale which it make• wilh One of the Plane,. of Pro

(for example, the horizontal plane). -Perform the construc
de�cribe � in Article � 9 ; then d e a is the angle made by the
tion
_
given line with the horizontal plane. The same construction
performed in the horizontal plane of projection will give the anale
0
n1ade by the �iven line with the vertical plane of projection.
22. Given (1n fig. 5), the Projection•, a, b and A B, a c and A C,

jection

of a Pair of Straight Lines which Intersect each other In the Poinl

a, A, to find the Angle between those Llne-.
In either of the planes of p1·�jection (for example, the vertical
,vhose Projections are

,'
,, 'o'

I

I

/
I
/

.�/

,'
I
I
,
,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

:G-

Fig. 5.

il

D

plane) find the points, d, e, where the projections of the given line
cut the axis X X ; these will be also the vertical projections of the
horizontal traces of the lines. Through e and d draw e E, d D,
perpendicular to X X, cutting A C and A B in E and D respec·
tively ; these points will be the horizontal traces of the lines. Join
D E (which will be the horizontal trace of the plane containing
the lines), and on it let fall the perpendicular F A. Join A a,
(which of course is perpendicular to X X); let it cut X X in G.
}:lake G f= A F, and join af. In F A produced, take F H = a/;
join H E, H D ; E H D wi11 be the angle required.
REMARK.-The triangle E H D is the rabatment upon the
horizontal plane of the triangle whose projections are E A D
and e a d.

RULES RELATING TO PLANES.

Given (in fig. 5), the Proje�tions, a b and A B, of a Straight
Ltne, and One Trace (say D E) of a. Plane Troversln1i that Line, to
Pbad the Projections oC a Straight Line which •hall, at a given Point,
a, A, make a �lven Angle In the given Plane wllh the given Straight

22 A.

Line.-Join A a, which will be perpendicular to X X. On � _E
let fall the perpendicular A F. In X X take G / = A F ; Join
af. In F A produced take F H = a, f. Join H D ; and draw
II E, making D H E = the given angle, and cutting D E in E.
F�om E let fall E e perpendicular to X X; join A E, a e; these
Will be the projections of the line required.
23.

SECTION

IV.-Rules Relating to Planes.

Given, the Projections of Three Polnu, to draw the Traces
•� a Plane Pa•slng through them,-Draw straight lines from one

of the points to the two others ; find, by Article 1 8, the traces of
tho�e straight lines; through those traces, on the two planes of
proJection respectively, draw two straight lines; these will be thP
traces required.
23 A. Given, the Projection• of Two Points and of a Straight Line,
to Draw &be Traces of a
Plane Traversing the Points and Parallel

:i°rathe Llne.-Through the projections of either of the given points

. � straight lines parallel respectively to the corresponding pro
i�ctions of the given line ; these will be the projections of a straight
e through the given point, parallel to the given straight line ;
�
t e , by
�rticle 23, find the traces of a plane traversing the ne\v
�
straig
ht line and the other given point.
2 GiYen (in fig. 6), the Trace� of' a Plane, B A, B C, to Find
tlae �n
gle wblcb it make• with one of the Planea of Projection
( example, the vertic pla
al ne).
fi rom
.
any convenient point,
1 the hor
izontal trace let fall
D
perpendicu
/
p_rom D let fall lar topeX X.
rpen
d cular to B C. InDDe B lay
off
D
f = D e. Join/A (this will
epr
�an esent the perpendicular dis
ce from B C of the point
.X
ho
se
B
pr
ojections ar'- D and A).
I
.( D will be the ancr
e>le required.
.,25· GiYen (in fig. 7), th
e Trace•
0 a
Plane, B A, B C, to Find
the

�F

1'

.i\.nale Which It make■ with

Ine �••• of" Projecllon' X X·_
e1ther of the two trac
es (for

tb

Fig. 6.
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ei:ample, B A) take any convenient point, A, from which let fall
A D perpendicular to X X ; and on B D as a diameter describe a
circle. From D let fall perpendiculars, D e, D F, on the two give11
traces. From the point
e, thus found on the op
posite trace to that on
which the point A was
N
assumed, let fall e E per
pendicular to X X; join
C --··-·--- Fr
E A, cutting D F in G.
From G draw G H per
I ' .,. ,.
,,•1.,
:
✓
\
I
\,
pendicular to X X, cut
,.. •
....
\ K'
I
,
'
'
, ,
I
1'
ting the circle in H ;
/,
I , ,,·, \
I
,,•1'
','\ I
r
,,
1
D B H will be the re
quired angle.
.,,�,,,''
• •
,' �
I
'
26. GiTeD (in fig. 7),
''
.
t•e Tracee oc a Plane,
''
'
I •
/ II
\
I
B A, B C, to Dl'llw the
'\ I
\
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:
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'
t
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I
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•

'
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• r
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�•raeea ol another Plane
which ■ball be Parallel to
1be pven Plane, and at n
p't"en Perpendicular Diit
tanee from ii in ei1her

the
construction described in
Article 25. Join D H
(this represents the perpendicular distance of the point D in
the axis from the given plane); then from H, along H D (or
along D H produced, according to the direction in which the
11ew plane is to lie), lay off the given perpendicular distance
between the planes, H K. From K draw K Iv! parallel to H B,
cutting X X in lt:1. From M draw M N parallel to B C, and
M L parallel to B A; these will be the traces of the plane
required.
Or otherwise :-Complete the construction described in Article
24 (see fig. 8). A/ is the 1·abatment of the intersectioil of the
givoo. plane with a plane, A D e, perpendicular to the ver
tical trace B C. Through A draw A M perpendicular to A /,
and n1ake A M equal to the given distance between the planes;
draw M N parallel to Af, cutting X X in N- In D e produced
take D O equal to D N. 0 is a point in the trace of the plane
required. Through O draw O P parallel to B C, cutting X X in
P ; and through P draw P Q parallel to B A. 0 P Q is the plane
required.
27. Given (in fig. 9), the Trace111 of' Two Plane•, C A d and C B d,
to Draw ahe Projection• of their Line of Intenecdon.-The traces of
F.tg. -'.

Direcdon.-Complete

11
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the required line are C and d, where the tt·aces
� of the given
.
.
planes intersect. From those points respectively let fall C c and

•

,
,,,

..-·

Fig. 8.

d D perpendicular to X
X ; join C D, c d ; these will be
projections required.
tho

28.

To Find the Proje
elione or the
Point where a Straight Line
Iater•ect•
a Plane (the traces of the lin
e

and of
the plane being given), it is only
necessary to draw the traces of two
planes traversing the given line in
· convenient directions, and find the
projections of the lines in which those
two planes cut the given plane
; th
intersections of those projections wi e
ll
he the projections of the point re
quired
29. GiTen (in fig. 10), the Tracee oC. Tw
o

d

c
Fig. 9.
Plane.,

C A d, C B d,
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co Find the An3le between

thcm.-From either of the intersections

of the traces (say d) let fall d D perpendicular to X X ; draw D C,
joining D with the other intersection of the traces. Through any
convenient point, I, in D C, draw G I H perpendicular to D C,

X

.

E

,-,,

,,

lI

'
\'
'I
''
•'
''
'

A

�--',
\
\

'

\

\

,,.,

k-�

,"

,,,
,,
"

,,,,

,_,
.,,,

.,..
,,,,
,.,...

\

'•
\
...

','

','\

\

\

'\

\

....'
'\
T..
,:.,.

'

'

\
\
\

\
\
'I,

C

Fig. 10.

cutting A C in G and B C in H. .Along X X lay off D E = D C�
and D i = D I ; join d E (this will be the length of the line of
intersection of the planes). From i let fall i k perpendicular to
<l E ; in I C take I K = i k; join K G, K H; G K H will be the
angle required.
When the traces of the two given planes are inconveniently
placed for the completion of the figure, we may substitute for either
pair of traces another pair of traces parallel to them, and more
conveniently placed.
30. Given (in fig. 10), the Trace•, A d and A C, of' a Plane ; al80
the Tracett, d and C, of' a Straight Line in that Plane ; to Draw the

Trace• of a Plane which •hall Out the pYen Plane tn that Line al

An�le.-From either of the traces of the straight line, as d,
let fall d D perpendicular to X X ; draw the straight line D C,
joining D ,vith the other trace, C, of the straight line. Through
any convenient point, I, in D C, draw I G perpendicular to D C,
cutting C A in G. In X X lay off D E = D C and D i = D I ;
join d E, and on it let fall tl1e perpendicular i k. In I C take
·1 K = i k; join K G. Then draw K H, making G K H = the
given angle, and cutting G I, produced if necessary, in H. Draw
C H, cutting X X in B, and join B d; these will be the traces of
the plane required.
a gi•en

13
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••d abe
Trace• of a Plane, A B C,
the
11)
Given (in fio-.
I:)
Trahe Trace• of a plane
Projection• ,of a Point, 'G, 9, to Draw . t
Kiven Plane.-Th ucrh
Tening the 3lven Point, and Parallel to the .
31.

rt JI

either of the projections of the given point (say G) draw
parallel to the corresponding trace of the given plane, and cutting
X X in H. (This will be one of the proj ections of a l_ine through
the given point, parallel to the trace A B of the given plane.)

g-:·-----···----···------·
I
I
•
I
I
I

•

••
I
x ---':-------��-.-I
I

''
II

,
,,,

:'

I
I
I
I

G

.ll

,,'
.,,

,,,

,"'

,'
,,

-:��"=--- :
.. �

,,·

_,,,

,•
,,

'' ,•,,
''',,

Fig. 11.

Through H draw H D perpendicular to X X ; and through g dra,v
g D parallel to X X, cutting H D in D (g D will be the projection
and D one of the traces of the line before mentioned). Through
D draw D E parallel to C B, cutting X X in E; and through E
draw E F parallel to B A; D E F will be the traces of the
required plane.

Given, the Tracee of a Plane, E F; E D (in fig. 11), and One
Projection of a Point in Iha& Plane, to Find the oahcr Projection

32.

Poina.-Suppose g, the vertical projection of the point, to
be given. Draw g D parallel to X X, cutting E D in D. Frotn
D let fall D H perpendicular to X X. From g draw g G perpen
dicular to X X, and from H draw H G parallel to E F ; the
�ntersection of those lines, G, will be the required horizontal pro
Jection of the given point.
33. Given (in fig. 12), the Traces, A B C, of a Plane, and the

or thaa

D,

Projeellon.,
d, of a Point, to Draw the Projection• of a Perpen•
41calar let Fall from the Point on the Plane.-From one of the

projections of the given point (say D) draw D E F perpendicular
; th? corresponding trace, B A, of the given plane, and_ cutting
A m E, and X X in F. From E let fall E e perpendicular to
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X X ; from F draw F f perpendicular to X X, cutting the trace
B C in f; joinf e; from d draw d g perpendicular to B C, cutting
f e in g ; and from g draw g G
c
perpendicular to X X, cutting
t"-·;\
1\
D F in G. D G and d g will
I \
\
I
be the projections of the per
'I' \
. '
pendicular required.
.'
34. GiYeD (in fig. 13), the Pro
'
'
jccdon• of a Point, D, d, ancl
,!I;,'
those of a Straight Line, A B,
'.' .
a b, to Draw the Trace8 of a
-..,. J.' :
'
.. (',!
I

\

\

\

'

I

\

.

\

\

I

!

•

'\
\
\

I
I
I

\

.,•...

Plane which ahall Trnver@e the
Point, and be Perpendicular to

••
•
',\ 'I
'' ''

the Line.-Throngh one of the

c;

projections of the given point
(say D) draw D G perpendicular
D
to A B (the corresponding pro
jection of the giYen line), cutting
X X in G. Through G draw
G g perpendicular to X X ;
Fig. 12.
through d, the other projection
<lf tbe point, draw d g parallel to X X, cutting G g in g ; through y
<lraw E C perpendicular to a b, cutting X X in C ; and through C
draw CF perpendicular
to A B. E C F will
be the traces of the re
quired plane.
35. Given, the Pt·o•

jection8 of a Point aud
of a Straight Line, to
Draw abe Projection8
ef a Perpendicular let

•

:
I
:
•!

Fall Crom the Point up.
:
x
C
".1.·x:�.._...:,· ______
�
-�'.-----7" ---"-=- on ahe Straight Line.__ _ . .,.
./

,
,,_,,,, ,

./

Find by the preceding
rule the traces of a
})lane traversing the
given point, and per
pendicular to the given
line ; then, by Article
23, find the traces of
a plane traversing the
Fig. 13.
given point and line;
and finally, by Article 27, find the projection of the line of
intersection of those two planes.
36. Given, the Projections oC 'l.'wo Straight Line• that are neither

CIRCLE.
COMMON PERPENDICULAR-
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mon
ojections of their Com
Pr
e
th
nd
Fi
to
g,
tin
ec
Parallel nor Inters
t_raverse
an
pl
a
of
es
ac
tr
e
th
d
fin
A,
�erpendieular.-By Article 23
Article 33,

by
1ng one of the lines and parallel to the other. Then,
plane fron1
at
th
on
l
fal
t
le
r
la
cu
di
en
rp
pe
a
d
ns
n
of
fi the pr�jectio
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a straight line parallel to the second straight line; these willn1on
com
the projections of the first straight line at one end of the
those
perpendicular, whose projections will be parallel and equal to
of the perpendicular already found.
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37. Projection• oc a "ircle.-When an instrun1ent which e of
ellipses accurately is at band, it may be used for the purpos
draw ing the projections of a circle of a given radius, described
about a given point in a given plane, and ma y thus facilitate
much the solution of various problems. The following is the
process for obtaining the projections of a circlec:and the Pro.
Given (in fig. 14), the Traces of a Plane, A B C,
jeclions of
jections of a Point in that Plane, D, d, to Draw the Pro
a Uirclc of a "iven Radius, clescribed in the given Plane and about
•�e &iven Point.-For the vertical projection, describe about cl a

citcle of the given radius, df = d e, and clra,v the diameter e;·
parallel to the trace
C B ; e f will itself be
the vertical projection
of one diameter of the
circle. Draw d g per
pendic�r to ef. Find,
by :Article 24, the angle
wh1ch t�e given plane
makes with the vertical X
B
plane of projection, and
lay off g d h equal to
the angle 80 found.
From h, in the circle
draw h k .parallel to fe;
and cutting d g in k •
then d k will be th�
Fig. 14.
vertical pr�jection of a
· axis.
radius of th_e circle _perpc
_ endicular to e f. Then on the maJor
e /,, and m1no1· sem1-ax1s, ll
l k, descrihe an ellipsec•' that e11'ipse wi11
·
be the required vertical projection of the circle.
The horizontal projection is obtained by a precisely similar
e
�vr��ess, the 1:ule of ...-\.rticle 24 b :ing no,v used to find the angl
hi�h the given plane makes with the horizontal plane of pro
.Ject
1on.
The two ellipses are both touched bv
a pair of tanc,ents
' !I m,
0
J
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L l, perpendicular to X X ; and the diameters, l m, L M, are the
projections of one diameter of the circle-viz., that diameter
in which the plane A B C is cut at right angles by a plane pa1·allel
to X X. The perpendicular distance, N n, between the two
tangents is equal to the diameter of the circle multiplied by the
cosine of the angle which the given plane makes with X X, and
is bisected by the line D d.

